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small forest operations transport of dozers by truck can be quite all 
right but where proper supervision of both the loading and unloading 
is impossible this reviewer would advise the use of low loader only, 
even for the smaller machines. 

The table shown for dumpers .and tippers required to keep face 
shovels fully employed brings out a point which is of interest- that the 
use of dumpers on long hauls is a very poor proposition ; e.g. to keep 
a 21 cu. ft. machine busy on a t mile haul requires 10 dumpers and 
3 tippers and as the distance increases dumpers are not shown at all. 
The Shawnel-Poole system developed on a wheel tractor as a rear dump 
is not mentioned. 

In the case of compressors it is suggested that these be drained 
during frost whereas for other machines anti-freeze is recommended ; a 
definite policy on this matter is essential and considering water con
ditions on the sites the use of anti-freeze for the winter and rust 
inhibitor for the summer in conjunction with 2 Bushings per year would 
seem practical. 

The authors include .a section dealing with a recent development in 
aerial extraction-the Tractor Operated Aerial Ropeway. This is not 
yet on the market. The basic unit was developed by J. A. Cuthbertson 
of plough fame, and is operating at Loch Goilhead in Scotland. 

A double drum which has been devised by Boughton & Sons Ltd. 
and used to carry a strawline as is suggested on page 129. 

One picture on page 131 showing a D.4 hauling some very poor 
quality logs is hardly an economic proposition. 

The tables shown in the appendix are useful although in one 
instance the table is not in agreement with calculations of "Caterpillar" 
who claim that every 1 % of grade requires 22 pounds of draw per pull 
per ton so that a 1 in 10 grade or 10% takes 220 lbs. as against 114 
quoted in the appendix . 

Generally, the authors in wishing to present to the forester and 
forest owner a book which would enable him to see at a glance what 
equipments are available for any particular problem within the forest 
have been successful. 

D. O'SULLIVAN, B.E., A.M.I.MECH.E. 
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Smith's Pitprop Tables: Home Timbers. Additions to 1959 edition 
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Gives the contents per piece for each size of prop commonly used, 
and for long timber such as is cut up into props. Gives the solid contents 
of 100 lineal feet of each size of prop. Shows the quantity of timbers 
described by lineal feet and by numbers of props which will weigh five 
and six tons at 45 Boppus feet to the ton. 

Letter to the Editor 

Wanted A FOREST COMMUNITY 
Sir, 

When I arrived at Shillong from Burma in 1942 I was welcomed 
by that great forester, Mackarness, then Senior Conservator, Assam. 
Over his office were the words : "You can take the man out of the forest 
but you cannot take the forest out of the man." I think that is about 
the best description of a forester that I know. Anyone whom it does 
not fit had better go on the Stock Exchange or something else. 

It was said that a man who made two blades of grass grow where 
one grew before was the greatest benefactor of the human race. This 
pales to insignificance before the task that devoted band, the' foresters 
in Ireland, have to face. Vide the foregoing, they are two: 

i. To grow millions of trees where none grew before and in some 
cases may never have grown. 

ii. To create a forest-minded community. 

The latter task is probably the harder by far. 

In the days of my youth, I, with other students, was going round a 
forest in Alsace. Feeling between French-Germans was then exceedingly 
high. We were being shown around by an officer who started each 
harangue with "Les Baches" and said how they went wrong. With us 
was the Strasbourg City forester whose views differed, and at last his 
patience gave out and he said : "In Frankreich gibt es keine Walder, 
nur Hecken." (There are no woods in France, only hedges). This was 
going much too far but it does, I think, show what the foresters in 
Ireland had to start with . Not only had they no sizeable woods to speak 
of, but there w,as no forest tradition at all, no skilled woodmen, no 
villages where lives depended on the forest and no real forest industries ; 
no feeling for wood as a major product. 

I think the first thing that strikes one after returning to Ireland 


